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Abstract

With so many subjects available for deeper look or evaluation; it
follows, I must select only a limited observation.Just thinking: What
is the result if money is printed, absent work effort input results;
thereafter, used for good and services barter—commerce purchase of
w a r products, services, and government and private labor results;
as a result, little value carried forward then returned to
T a x p a y e r s but destroyed or only a minimum residual money
future benefit; as a result, little barter exchange gain from goods and
services trade result into America United States standard of living
surround? That’s the question that requires analytical thinking.

1 Observed State of the Nation Today

¶Lets just list some observables:

� The U.S. Government is broken bench bankrupt—surviving on debt;

� The w a r spending continues;

� Banks low on customer cash on-hand;

� Hotels and motels conversion to homeless shelters;

� Small and large businesses are firing employees;

� Small business with commercial store rental payments
due—defaulting;
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� Consumers are defaulting on auto and home mortgage debt;

� High wages for employees of DoD contractors[Pel20] that don’t
contribute to improved standard of living within America;

� Human health medicine is becoming more difficult to find in stores
and pharmacies;

� Select store food shortages apparent;

� Artificial Intelligence (AI) won’t contribute to continued Government
revenue or between people barter commerce;

� Inflation—food, insurance cost, housing, fuel, and energy; and

� Health care becoming more difficult to find in reasonable time.

2 Is War the root cause of U.S. problems?

¶The U.S. Federal Government permits printing money because it does not
have ability earn it or collect sufficient taxes and fees from Ta x p a y e r s;
therefore, if it can’t borrow necessary money, it just credits itself more as
required, thus debt. Therefore, Bankrupt!
But what benefit to whom depending how this debt money is spent?
Spending upon Taxpayers universal equal T a x p a y e r s benefit or
Wa r s—what is different for return on investment (ROI)?[Pel22]

2.1 Spending into U.S. Taxpayers commerce

¶As money is earned by non-AI valued goods and services; as a result, this
money is spent into the surrounding standard of living economy barter and
exchanged many times before exhausted and complete potential value
diminished to zero value.

2.2 Spending into U.S. War industry

¶The Wa r industry is not funded directly by Ta x p a y e r s because
they relize little-to-no-value ROI; as a result, U.S. Government make the
decision to throw money at the Wa r industry.
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2.2.1 problem with War spending

As money is paid into Wa r industry results it has an immediate economic
benefit to communities, employees, and supporting businesses; however,
once this initial benefit of goods and services produced—such-as: bombs,
shells, equipment, vehicles, and ongoing support required to maintain what
was allowed to be created; as a result, no more consumer standard-of-living
trade or barter value to U.S consumers T a x p a y e r s.
As bombs are exploded, shells are fired, military bases funded to exist,
vehicles destroyed; it follows, the Wa r industry is destroying any value
that was created once; therefore, all money is “burned” and gone forever;
consequently, no future benefit to T a x p a y e r ’ s communities or
continued barter trade value available between Ta x p a y e r s.

3 U.S. has allocated money for the wrong

results

¶If this same amount of Wa r money past and present was expended for all
T a x p a y e r s benefit within American cities and states to maintain, add
new, and improve all infrastructure that supports all T a x p a y e r s absent
any select group carve-out for money grabs; as a result, U.S. America on
American soil would be greatly improved today—but, we did not do that!
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